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Card #1
1. Score the card base with the 11” side along the top of your scoreboard 
at 2¾” and fold along the score line.
2. Cut the Capri paper to measure 5¼” x 5¼” and adhere to the front of 
the card base just along the bottom 2¾” section.
3. Cut the B-side of the Capri paper to measure 4½” x 2¾” (vertical 
stripes). 
4. Trim out a row of 5 stamps and the “You, Me, & the Sea” image  from 
the Corfu paper.
5. Attach the row of stamps along the bottom edge of the ivory tag.
6. Attach the blue vertical stripe paper onto the tag above the stamps.
7. Cut the seahorse panel and crab panel and adhere to the tag using 
foam adhesive on the seahorse 
image to pop it up.
8. Adhere “You, Me, & the Sea” 
with foam adhesive as well.

9. Attach the angel fish chipboard element over the tag grommet and 
adhere the tag to the front of the card.

10. Trim the B-side of Ocean Blue to measure 5¼” x 5¼” and adhere to the 
inside of the card.  

11. Trim the B-side of the Capri paper to measure 4¾” x 2½” (horizontal 
stripes) and adhere to the inside of the card along the bottom.

12. Trim out the Seashell word border strip and attach it to the stripe paper 
along with a fussy cut stamp image.

13. Add foam adhesive to the back of the octopus chipboard element and 
attach to the inside as shown. 

Designed by  ~  Ginger Ropp
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Ocean Blue 8x8 Paper Pad         (4502015) 
1 pk Ocean Blue Die-cut Chipboard        (4502018) 
1 ea G45 Staples Square Tags —Ivory        (4501282) 
1 pk G45 Card Set & Envelopes—Navy Blue   (4502073)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder,  
corner rounder, wet & dry adhesives, foam adhesive

— Standing Easel Card Set — Notes: 
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Optional: Distress paper edges with dark brown ink (Dark 

Cashmere #41003) before adhering to the card bases.



Card #2

1. Create the card base the same as Card #1 and trim the Antigua paper 
to measure.
5¼” x 5¼” and adhere to the card front the same as Card #1.
2. Cut off the grommet portion of one of the ivory tags then trim the 
remaining portion to 4¼” x 4¼” and round the corners (see photo).
3. Trim the B-side of the Corfu 
paper to measure 4” x 4”, round 
the corners,and adhere to the 
ivory square.
4. Adhere the grommet portion 
of the tag to the upper right hand 
corner of the square (see photos 
for placement).
5. Cut the Seas the Day panel 
and adhere to the front of the 
square with foam adhesive. Add 
chipboard elements as shown and 
add to the front of the card. 

6. Trim the B-side Kauai to 5¼” x 5¼”. Trim the B-side of Corfu to measure 4¾” x 2½” and adhere to inside of the 
card as in Card #1.
7. Cut the octopus, seahorse, and crab panels and add double foam adhesive to the backs and add to the inside of the 
card as shown in the photos.
8. Trim the white seashell border to measure 5¼”.

Card #3

1. Create the card base the same as Card #1.
2. Trim the Fiji paper to measure 5¼” x 5¼” and adhere to the front.
3. Score one of the square ivory tags at 1½” (have the grommet face 
down) fold up on the score-line to create a pocket.
4. Trim the Antigua B-side to measure 43 ⁄8”” x 2½”, round the top two 
corners and add to the front of the tag. Add glue to the two edges of the 
folded section and fold up to create your pocket.
5. Trim B-side of Belize to measure 43 ⁄8” x 13 ⁄8” , round the top two 
corners and attach to the front of the tag pocket. Trim out the fish 
border strip to measure 43 ⁄8” and add to the bottom of the pocket front.
6. Adhere the tag to the upper section of the card front with foam 
adhesive.
7. Add chipboard elements and images to the pocket as shown.
8. Trim the Belize B-side to measure 5¼” x 5¼” and add to the inside of 
the card. Layer the 4¾” x 2½” Fiji paper onto the bottom portion.
9. Add foam adhesive to the back of the chipboard Make a Wish tag and 
add to the center. Attach fussy cut stamp as shown.
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